Our data,
your superpower
DATA ARE YOUR SUPERPOWER.
USE IT TO UNDERSTAND
AND EFFECTIVELY CREATE
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOURS.

WHAT IS KOALAMETRICS
IDENTIFY AND FORESEE YOUR CONSUMERS’ BEHAVIOUR
The technology implemented in popular Polish apps lets us
accurately analyze the location of smartphone users with Android
operating system (micro-location), based on nearby wi-ﬁ networks.
Manual connection to these networks is not required - it is enough
to be within its range to register a visit to a given location. This allows
us to anonymously and in GDPR-compliant way identify user
behaviour paerns and create their detailed Oﬄine Proﬁle
(a set of assigned Oﬄine Behavioural Segments).

HOW WE ANALYZE
OFFLINE TRAFFIC

1.

2.

We install our SDK inside
an Android OS mobile app that
collects a geolocation consent.

3.

We build oﬄine visits database
and transform it into behavioural
segments.

We spot wi-ﬁ networks around
the user and analyze their
parameters.

WHY KOALA IS UNIQUE
PRECYZJA
PRECISION
Thanks to our proprietary analysis of wi-ﬁ network signal propagation (i.e. a model
of signal propagation in buildings), we determine the microlocation of users.
It determines the position of the device with much greater precision than location
data from GPS or BTS. Not only we know, in which city or shopping center the
consumer is located, but also - which store he or she exactly visits (POI database).
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* POI (point of interest) shopping centers, shops, restaurants,
service points, gas stations, car showrooms, etc.
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KOALA ADS
WE CREATE EFFECTIVE CAMPAIGNS BASED ON OFFLINE DATA
We develop behavioral segments based on the unique oﬄine
KoalaMetrics data, that we use in micro-targeted digital
campaigns. We reach speciﬁc user groups through Google
Display & Video 360 and Adform. The goal is to reach the
right recipient in most eﬀective way.

CAMPAIGN STAGES
We conduct a preliminary analysis.
We deﬁne which oﬄine segments best suit
our clients’ needs and ﬁnd their
current consumers.
We select users from our database, who meet
the segment criteria and ﬁnd look-alikes with
the highest conversion potential.
We direct the campaign to speciﬁc segments,
reaching users - both in the mobile and desktop
channels - with a mix of formats.

KOALA REPORTS
EXPLORE CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR IN THE OFFLINE WORLD
Based on oﬄine, data we know where our users are and
at what time. Thus we are able to establish who the
customer of the store is ( including gender, age, the area
they stay at certain times of the day ) .

TYPES OF REPORTS
1.

CONVERSION REPORTS.
WE STUDY IMPACT OF ONLINE CAMPAIGN OF THE USER'S OFFLINE BEHAVIOUR.

We are the ﬁrst in Poland to create
advanced reports, illustrating the conversion
of online campaigns to oﬄine eﬀects. We
answer the question of whether and how the
ad ﬂight aﬀected oﬄine visits and the user’s
behaviour. We present how traﬃc is
distributed in individual stores and against
the background of competition. We can
perform the analysis for the campaign
carried in-house or by many publishers.

2.

Determining the online conversion rate
to online visits
Determining trends in the stores’ traﬃc
Finding the most efective segments
in the campaign
Figuring out the most eﬀective
advertising channels

OMNIPUBLISHER REPORT.
EXPLORE HOW YOUR MEDIA SUPPLIERS
ATTRACT CLIENTS TO ONLINE STORES!
Publisher eﬃciency analysis

This report allows to determine
the eﬀectiveness of communication, carried
out by many publishers, as part of the media
plan. Based on the analysis, we can learn
how each of the used channels translated
into oﬄine traﬃc, all of that to plan more
eﬀectively.

3.

Store traﬃc analysis

Competition stores traﬃc analysis

CATCHMENT AREA ANALYSIS.
WHERE DO YOUR CUSTOMERS LIVE?
An interactive map with
visualization of the store coverage

Thanks to the data from KoalaMetrics, we
can precisely determine where
the customers of the indicated location or
competitors' customers live. We can also
specify the percentage of people who don't
shop at any of these locations.

Identiﬁcation of areas which are
out of the brand's coverage

4. CUSTOMER PROFILE ANALYSIS.

WE KNOW WHO YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE.
Gender and age of own clients
and competitors' clients

Thanks to our data, we can also show who
the customers are, in terms of
demographics (gender and age)
and behavioural proﬁle (based on the places
they visit).

Online and oﬄine behavioural proﬁle
of own clients and competitors'
clients
Measuring customer loyalty

AWARDED PROJECTS

CATEGORY
OFFLINE
DIGITALIZING

8%
increase in daily traﬃc at
BP stations during the
campaign

The Polish petrol station market is very competitive, and customer
loyalty is low. That is why we proposed a non-standard solution,
that allowed the partner to compete with larger and much more
media-wise active competition. The use of Mobile Proximity
Marketing gave us the opportunity to precisely reach competitors'
clients and eﬀectively convert them to clients of BP Car Wash.
Based on the recognized wi-ﬁ signal, we analyzed traﬃc in 189 of
301 stations with BP Myjnia services. We carried out a similar
process at 1,589 competition stations. This way, we separated
groups of disloyal users, which allowed us to specify a nationwide
target group, desired by the partner.

976 647
UU

2 298
new incremental clients
of BP (POS) stations

increase in daily traﬃc at
BP stations during the
campaign

Project implemented for Pandora in cooperation with OMD
Resolution. With the help of unique data, we have
signiﬁcantly increased traﬃc in our partner's stores. To do
so, we analyzed the behavior of people who are customers of
competitors or visit certain locations, such as shopping
centers, hotels and fashionable places in urban space. This
allowed us to extract a unique user proﬁle and then reach the
precise target group with selected ad creations.

34

9%

locations
analyzed

increase in
daily traﬃc

1.1 TYS.
new incremental
clients

3.05%
post view convertion rate,
i.e. the percentage
of costumers who appeared
at the station after previous
contact with
the advertisement

AWARD

CATEGORY
MARKETING

1 086 529
users within
the reach

WHO WE ARE
In Justtag Group, we increase the sales of our clients'
products and services by analyzing Users' oﬄine behavior. Thanks to the technology combining online and oﬄine channels, we attract new consumers, measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns and provide unique
marketknowledge.
Get in touch with us:

CONTACT@JUSTTAG.COM

